In this work we calculate important one loop SUSY-breaking parameters in models with Dirac gauginos, which are implied by the existence of heavy messenger fields. We find that these SUSY-breaking effects are all related by a small number of parameters, thus the general theory is tightly predictive. In order to make the most accurate analyses of one loop effects, we introduce calculations using an expansion in SUSY breaking messenger mass, rather than relying on postulating the forms of effective operators. We use this expansion to calculate one loop contributions to gaugino masses, non-holomorphic SM adjoint masses, new A-like and B-like terms, and linear terms. We also test the Higgs potential in such models, and calculate one loop contributions to the Higgs mass in certain limits of R-symmetric models, finding a very large contribution in many regions of the / µMSSM, where Higgs fields couple to standard model adjoint fields.
Introduction
The first run of the LHC has put new physics studies in an interesting place. A light Higgs has been discovered, with a mass of 125 GeV [1, 2] . This raises hope that standard notions of naturalness may still hold, and that new physics may be not be far away. In this situation supersymmetry (SUSY) is still the leading candidate for beyond standard model (BSM) physics. However, if SUSY is indeed the correct paradigm, the favored region of SUSY parameter space is different than the expectations going into the first run of the LHC. Gluino searches in jets plus missing energy channels now place a lower bound of about 1 TeV on gluino and squark masses for MSSM models with standard SUSY mass spectra. The Higgs mass measurement itself (with heavy stops responsible for the one loop Higgs mass contributions) along with flavor physics measurements demand that the Higgs sector parameters fall within in the decoupling limit. If the MSSM is indeed the correct picture, we must learn to live with a heavier mass spectrum and a larger dose of fine tuning.
However, interesting extensions to the MSSM scheme exist, among these are R-symmetric models. These models have Dirac gauginos, which require the existence of new chiral superfields which are adjoints under the standard model (SM) gauge groups. The adjoints are the fields that 'marry' the gluinos with a Dirac mass [3, 4] . These models present many interesting phenomenological features, and are known to be relatively unconstrained by LHC's first run [5] . Most models of this type have non-unified gaugino masses, which allow for a more complex sparticle spectra. They naturally predict heavy gluinos, suppressing gluino pair production, squark pair production and squark gluino associated production. In addition, they allow for complex multi-particle decay chains [6] .
In a very predictive implementation known as Supersoft, R-symmetric gaugino masses are generated at the 10 TeV scale. Scalar sparticle masses are then generated one loop level down and are finite, cut off by diagrams containing scalars adjoint fields [7] . Most implementations of R-symmetric models are built in gauge mediated scenarios [8, 9] , where SUSY breaking is communicated to SM sparticles through loop interactions with messenger fields. The mass spectra of R-symmetric models are highly dependent on various one loop effects. For example, SUSY breaking masses for scalar adjoints are generated at the same order as gluino masses, and through similar mechanisms. These scalar masses drastically effect the viability of models, adjoint masses squared must themselves be large and positive to be phenomenologically viable, and they feed into the squark, Higgs, and slepton mass spectra. Thus we see that understanding all one-loop SUSY breaking operators induced by the messenger sector is extremely important.
One place where fully comprehending the effects of the messenger sector is crucial is the Higgs-sector. Analyses of the Higgs sector of R-symmetric models are intricate, and heavily rely on one-loop effects. One challenge for R-symmetric models is to achieve a Higgs mass of 125 GeV while maintaining a viable sparticle spectrum. It is well known that in the MSSM, the tree-level Higgs mass may not exceed the mass of the Z. Large one loop corrections must follow from the stops, the only fields with appreciable coupling to the Higgs. These large corrections are aided by large mixing in the stop sector due to large A-terms. R-symmetric models, however, lack such terms, and therefore new mechanisms must be invoked to raise he tree level Higgs mass. One such mechanism is the so called µ-less MSSM or / µMSSM. These models include superpotential terms, allowed by all symmetries, that couple the Higgs fields to the new SM adjoints [10] . These terms raise the tree level Higgs mass through the introduction of new quartic couplings. We will show that SUSY breaking effects in these models will produce new, large one loop Higgs-mass-corrections similar to stop loops which drastically effect Higgs phenomenology. In addition, as we demonstrate, several R-breaking, loop level operators will be generated once electroweak symmetry is broken including A-like and b-terms and linear terms. The dynamics of the Higgs, and thus the viability of many R-symmetric models, will depend heavily on these SUSY breaking effects.
In this work we focus on one loop SUSY breaking effects which make important contributions to low energy spectra in R-symmetric models. Past calculations of scalar adjoint masses have been complicated by their attempted identification with effective operators in the superpotential. For example, it was first assumed that either the real or imaginary component of scalar adjoint fields must be tachyonic. Upon further calculation in specific models, this was found not to be the case, however, confusion remained as to the exact operator responsible for the mass. We find that individual operators do not capture the physics to all orders in SUSY breaking. Instead of relying on effective operators we use the technique of calculating one loop effects by using a simple expansion of messenger propagators in powers of the SUSY breaking parameters.
We can then easily capture SUSY breaking effects to all orders.
We present a calculation to any order of the one loop SUSY breaking masses of scalar adjoints in Rsymmetric models. We also use this technique to calculate the size of SUSY-breaking operators in the Higgs sector which will be necessary for successful electroweak symmetry breaking and Higgs mass prediction. We will introduce new A-like and b-like terms and analyze the Higgs potential in favored regions of parameter space.
In Section 2, we review the one loop calculation of Dirac masses in R-symmetric models. We present the history of one loop mass calculation for SM adjoint scalars, and present a new calculation using a power expansion in terms of SUSY breaking parameters. In section 3 we present one loop calculations for various SUSY-breaking operators which evolve in Dirac gaugino models. This includes calculations of trilinear Alike terms involving the adjoint scalar, b-terms for Higgses and linear terms. In section 4 we review the full Higgs-sector scalar potential with general allowed operators in R-symmetric models and explore minima characteristic of supersoft models. In section 5 we present one loop contributions to the Higgs masses for a sub-set of models in the / µMSSM and demonstrate that these contributions may lead to large corrections to the Higgs mass. Section 6 concludes.
Dirac Gauginos, Supersoft and a History of Loop Masses
Dirac gaugino masses may be generated from a complete SUSY-breaking model through higher dimensional operators. They require a set of new chiral superfields which are adjoints under the standard model gauge groups. Many implementations of R-symmetric models rely on dimension 4 superpotential operators which involve effective interactions between the gaugino, new adjoint, and a hidden sector U (1) field which gets a D term vev. The relevant operator, known as the supersoft operator [7] is
where W is the U (1) field strength, W is the standard model field strength (either SU (3), SU (2), or U (1)) and A a standard model adjoint. Once the U (1) field is set to its SUSY breaking vev, the operator becomes a Dirac mass term mixing the gaugino with the adjoint fermion. Here the coupling ζ may be different for each SM gauge group (denoted by index j), therefore R-symmetric models in general predict that gaugino masses are non-unified. Supersoft SUSY breaking, so named because it introduces no new divergences to the soft SUSY breaking parameters, extends the low energy gauge sector of the MSSM by introducing an adjoint superfield for each gauge symmetry. Dirac gaugino masses are then generated through the supersoft operator once some hidden U (1) obtains a D-term.
In gauge mediated UV completions of supersoft models, the gaugino mass is generated from interactions with a messenger sector which couples both to the dynamical SUSY breaking sector, and to the standard model fields. These are general gauge mediated completions where gaugino and MSSM scalar masses vanish as SM gauge couplings are set to zero [11] [12] To facilitate the gaugino mass, the messengers must be charged both under the hidden sector U(1), and the standard model gauge group. This class of models thus belongs under the taxonomy of 'semi-direct' gauge mediated models, the messengers are charged under the hidden sector gauge groups, but do not participate in the SUSY breaking itself [13] . We can see how W ssoft is generated, for example, by considering a toy superpotential containing the messengers φ andφ, which are charged under the U (1) and are also fundamentals or anti-fundamentals under the SM gauge groups. This superpotential contains a supersymmetric mass for the messengers, as well as a Yukawa-like interaction between the messengers and the chiral adjoint,
As the messengers are charged under the broken U (1), they acquire a diagonal non-supersymmetric mass contribution proportional to the U (1) D-term. Given these interactions, the gaugino mass follows at one loop level, 
as we expect in accordance with the operator in eqn 1. An additional consequence of W ssoft is the shift in the standard model D-terms,
which alters the D-term generated Higgs quartic as well as generates a mass for the real part of the adjoint field. In fact, for a heavy adjoint and in the absence of a supersymmetric Majorana mass term for the adjoint, one finds that the D-term Higgs quartic vanishes. However, the models we consider below are variants of the µ-less supersymmetric standard model [10] and therefore contain trilinear superpotential operators coupling the Higgs superfields to the adjoint superfields. These superpotential terms generate tree level contributions to the Higgs quartic term as well as additional loop contributions to the Higgs mass similar to those gained from stop/top loops as we will see below.
We will see that in addition to the Dirac mass, the SUSY breaking contribution of the messengers also induce a variety of other one loop SUSY-break effects into the SM sector-from scalar masses to A and b-like terms. Some of these will be of the same order as the gaugino mass, while some will be suppressed. It is important to note that once the parameters in SUSY breaking and messenger sectors are chosen, all of the one loop SUSY breaking contributions are then fixed. We will first consider the effect of the messenger on the chiral adjoint fields.
High Energy Models
In order to shed light on operators which result from effects of messengers, we will now give a simple example of a SUSY breaking sector where messengers develop a D-term mass. One of the simplest hidden sectors which results in a broken U (1) D-term is a modified O'Raifeartaigh model [14] . Consider the following hidden sector superpotential with a gauged U(1) symmetry
where the subscripts indicate U (1) charges. We see that the fields ψ get U (1) breaking vevs
While the field X as well as the Z's get SUSY-breaking F terms of order m/λ. The D term is nonzero as long and m 1 is unequal to m 2 , and is given by
The SUSY breaking is communicated through addition of a set of messengers in the fundamental representation of the SM gauge groups, and which are also charged under the U (1) . The simplest messenger sector we may write is again
This messenger sector preserves a messenger parity, that is, the superpotential is symmetric under the interchange φ → φ. A more general messenger sector may contain multiple sets of messengers Φ i with their own couplings and Dirac masses,
Here, depending on masses an couplings, a messenger parity Φ i → Φ j is not necessarily present. To cancel anomalies each fundamental must come with an anti-fundamental of opposite charge, however, each set of fundamental/antifundamental messengers may have different magnitude of charges under the hidden sector U(1). In the simplest completions m ij 's are given the by vevs of a set of dynamical fields.
Adjoint Masses
One persistent question in the study of Dirac gauginos has been about the operators involved in generating the adjoint mass terms. These masses may have drastic effects on supersymmetric spectra. In supersoft models, it is the real part of the adjoint field that couples to MSSM scalars, and appears in 2-loop gauge mediated diagrams which determines their masses. In addition, parts of the adjoint multiplet may themselves be observable in colliders, and have effects on particle decay chains. It is therefore crucial for a predictive theory to correctly capture the adjoint mass contributions. W ssoft will contribute to the mass of the real part of the scalar in the adjoint superfield, while the imaginary piece will remain massless assuming no other explicit contribution to the adjoint mass. However, it was noted in the original formulation of supersoft models, [7] , that once W ssoft is allowed, there is no symmetry forbidding the 'lemon twist' operator,
which leads to a holomorphic adjoint scalar mass on the order of m 2 D once the D-terms are inserted. This operator will in fact lead opposite sign masses for the real and imaginary parts of the adjoint, and thus to a large tachyonic mass for the imaginary component of the adjoint scalar field.
It was suggested in [15] , that a remedy for this problem comes from considering the full set of one loop diagrams which contribute to the scalar adjoint masses. While the operator above contributes to the holomorphic mass of A, in fact, due to messenger loops, there are several diagramatic contributions both to the holomorphic mass and the non-holomorphic mass of A. It is not difficult to show that loops linear in D (or with any odd power of D insertions) will cancel since the messengers have opposite charges under the SM. Thus, one must consider diagrams of order D 2 as shown below. The first diagram in Fig. 2 contributes to the mass of AA † while the second and third diagrams contribute to both the holomorphic and non-holomorphic mass for A. However, matching the non-holomorphic mass contributions to an operator has proven harder. It was first suggested [15] that the non-holomorphic masses were contained in the operator
However, this operator is not supergauge invariant and cannot capture physics of the diagrams above. In fact, in models with messenger parity the O(D 2 ) diagrams in Fig. 2 will vanish though the O(D 4 ) will be non-zero. It was later suggested [16] that the correct operator owing to the non-holomorphic masses is
where ψ and ψ are the fields responsible for breaking the hidden U (1) and thus generating the non-zero D-term. Furthermore, it was argued in [16] that this operator is always generated at two loops while in the presence of messenger parity violation it is generated at one loop. There are some issues with this formulation as well. While Eq 12 applies to a non-holomorphic adjoint mass to order D 2 , one can imagine generating the adjoint mass through one loop diagrams with multiple D-term insertions along the messenger propagators. This suggests summing the series expansion of the messenger propagators to obtain corrections to the adjoint mass to all orders in D. We will discuss this in more detail in the next section.
Messenger Propagators and SUSY-breaking Power Expansion
All SUSY-breaking effects are ultimately fed to MSSM fields through messenger loops. In order to fully calculate these effects we must understand the effect of SUSY breaking on the messenger propagators. Here we propose a formalism to calculate all loop level SUSY-breaking mass parameters to any order in the SUSY breaking parameter D.
Consider a toy model containing a single set of messengers φ andφ which are a fundamental and antifundamental under SM gauge groups, and have opposite charges under the hidden sector U(1). The messengers have a supersymmetric mass and coupling to the adjoint field as in Eq. 2. Since the messenger fields are charged under the hidden U (1) with charges ±q, a non-holomorphic messenger mass in generated in the a scalar potential through D-terms
These terms generate corrections to the messenger two-point function. We may write the messenger propagator as a series expansion in terms of insertions of the SUSY breaking D-term as seen in For any messenger with supersymmetric mass m and SUSY breaking mass D we may re-sum the series to get the full messenger propagator,
We see that, as we expect, the full effect of the series summation of D-terms is to shift the diagonal masssquared of the messengers by +/− D for the fundamental/anti-fundamental. It is this non-holomorphic mass of the messengers that feeds down, generating all SUSY breaking mass parameters. We see that to calculate one loop-effects at any order in the SUSY-breaking parameter D, we may simply draw a one loop diagram with messengers and expand the propagator to the desired order. This procedure is quite general, it bypasses the need for guessing operators, and it provides a more unified framework for calculating SUSY-breaking parameters at different orders in SUSY-breaking.
As an example of this procedure, we now present a calculation of SUSY-breaking adjoint scalar masses. One can then express the exact one loop contributions to the adjoint scalars, A, as the sum of diagrams in Fig. 4 . Re-summing the propagators, we note that we must now include the contribution from the fermion messengers in order to properly cancel the O(D 0 ) terms. Summing the contributions from all three diagrams we find the full D dependent correction to the nonholomorphic adjoint mass to be
It is clear that in the supersymmetric limit D → 0, this correction vanishes as expected. We may now expand in powers of the parameter D/m 2 to the desired order. Expanding, we find that the first non-zero contribution to the non-holomorphic adjoint mass is
The leading contribution is O(D 4 ). This agrees with the results of [16] . In this simple model with a messenger parity, we expect an accidental cancelation of the SUSY-breaking mass at order D 2 leaving D 4 the first non-zero order. This procedure can capture the effects of multiple sets of messengers fairly simply.
In that case one simply calculates the same diagrams for each set of messengers. Each messenger may have a different ratio D/m 2 depending on its U(1) charge and supersymmetric mass. If the messenger sector does not contain a messenger parity, one finds SUSY breaking adjoint masses at order D 2 . In principle, for non-holomorphic adjoint masses, we are calculating the wave-function renormalization
expanding in powers of SUSY breaking parameter. This procedure leads to a calculation of the messenger mass contribution at any order in SUSY breaking field D. We note that one cannot capture these effects by attempting to use the one-loop wave-function renormalization techniques ala Giudice and Rattazzi which can only yield the initial term the expansion [17] . The SUSY breaking contributions do not correspond any one operator yet proposed to explain the one loop results. We note that any one loop result in the supersoft formalism, including the gaugino mass itself, may be obtained through the procedure of expanding the messenger propagator. Recall the gaugino mass receives a one loop contribution from each messenger, Summing up the contributions from both φ andφ using the fully corrected messenger propagator, one finds
Recall that for a set of messengers φ andφ, there are two diagrams that contribute to this process: one with the un-barred messenger as the scalar propagator and one with the barred messenger as the scalar propagator. We find the first term in the expansion is proportional to D noting that at this order the two diagrams have the same sign. That is one picks up a negative sign at both the D-term insertion and at the gauge vertex. It should also be noted that all terms proportional to D 2n vanish as the contributions from the φ diagrams cancel those fromφ diagrams.
These correction may be expressed in operator form,
which is still R-preserving. This suggests that the full operator correspondence to one loop effects involves an exponentiation by summing a series of operators. We note that as this work was in completion,the work [18] appeared, which contains similar operators for new Supersoft terms.
Generating A-like, b-like, and Linear Terms
We note that, in addition to SUSY-breaking adjoint masses, messenger effects result in many operators at one loop level, some of which pertain directly to the Higgs sector. We will first consider A-term like SUSYbreaking parameters. Indeed, in Dirac-gaugino models models, one may imagine writing an A-like operator in the superpotential
which is an A-like term of order D 2 /Λ 3 . This term is a coupling between the weak-sector adjoints of a Dirac-gaugino model and the Higgses, here S is the singlet while A is the SU(2) adjoint.
In the absence of any further structure, such an operator may result from one loop diagrams resulting from Higgs and adjoint couplings to messengers. While the adjoint field couples to messengers in the superpotential, couplings between H u , H d and the messengers are induced by standard model D-terms in the scalar potential. We can associate the operator above, say for the SU(2) adjoint, to the one loop diagram Figure 6 : Diagrams contributing to A-like terms
With a similar contribution resulting from φ. There are a equivalent diagram involving S. The diagrams are proportional to an insertion of v u v d , and to the fifth power of standard model gauge coupling. In models with a messenger parity, the sum of contributions to this parameter is
We may also consider b-terms for Higgses which result from the broken U(1). The supersoft version of a Higgs b-term was suggested some time ago in the literature, [6, 7] , and is expressed in operator form as
These, again result from messenger loops which involve the D-term coupling of the Higgs's to messengers.
Here the operative loop is Again we note that either φ orφ can run in the loop. This diagram is proportional to the fourth power of the standard model gauge coupling, and v u v d . Superficially, it appears that the operator is of order D 2 /Λ 2 , thus producing a Higgs sector mass squared the order of m D 2 , which would be a very large parameter to include in the Higgs potential. However, we see that this loop has a further suppression proportional to powers of v u v d /Λ 2 , like the A-term above. In the presence of a messenger parity these diagrams sum to
We will discuss the suppression of the A and b-terms in the next section.
Finally we note that we find a linear term for S. Indeed, one may imagine writing a supersoft operator in the superpotential analogous to a Dirac bino term,
which is of order D 2 /Λ. In our messenger model S has a simple trilinear coupling to messengers in the scalar potential. This allows us to draw a tadpole diagram involving S and a messenger loop. In the simplest possible messenger sector we may calculate the leading contribution to this linear term. Symmetry considerations do not allow this term to arise at order D, therefore the leading term is of order
as expected. We note that the messenger completions we have thus far studied are very predictive. Given certain messenger content and couplings, gaugino masses may be chosen. However, once this occurs, SUSY-breaking contributions to adjoint masses, A-like terms, and the b-term, and linear terms are totally determined.
The / µMSSM, new terms, and R-breaking
So far the models we have been considering do not posses a complete Higgs sectors. Any such model must generate a sensible µ-term, demonstrate viable electroweak symmetry breaking, and predict a Higgs mass in line with current measurements. We now will consider an extension of R-symmetric models which generates a µ-term, and holds the possibility of predicting a 125 GeV Higgs mass, through increased tree level quartic couplings, and new loop effects. This class of models has large superpotential coupling between the Higgs fields and the adjoint scalars. These couplings, taken together with messenger couplings give rise to new quartic couplings, as well as to several interesting one loop effects, Higgs soft masses, b-terms, and A-like terms. All of these new terms will drastically effect the Higgs-potential.
Consider the following superpotential
where A is an SU (2) adjoint, S a standard model singlet, and φ and φ are the messengers which couple to the adjoint and singlet and have a supersymmetric mass. We first note that the above potential generates several separate contributions to Higgsino masses. This was christened the / µMSSM by Nelson et al and was a proposal for the solution of the µ problem. By inserting just H u and H d vevs we find separate Dirac masses for the up and down type Higgsino.
Thus producing two R-symmetric µ-terms for Higgsinos. The SU(2) adjoint vev must remain very small to be in-line with precision constrains, however if the S field acquires a vev, there is yet another contribution to the µ-term. The result for fermions, is an electroweakino mass matrix with non-trivial mixing between Higgsinos and adjoint/singletinos. Lets now explore the consequences of R-breaking in the superpotential. Preserving R-symmetry in the models we are studying has required the chiral adjoints to have R-charge 0. We see however, R-symmetry is broken during electroweak symmetry breaking. As an example, we may look at the effective superpotential for fields S, H u , H d .
Here the Higgs µ term comes from trilinear terms with adjoints. With the R-charge assignment of S set to zero, we see that Higgses must carry R-charge. (This is also case if we force the µ-term to arise from a fundamental supersymmetric mass term µH u H d .) The charge of H u H d , in fact, must be 2. We see that the induced b and A-terms (δ b and δ S respectively) do not allow R-symmetry to be preserved and are R-breaking, each of R charge 4.
When electroweak symmetry breaking occurs, the Higgses will get R-breaking vevs. We have seen that the R-breaking diagrams in the Higgs sector, A-like terms and Higgs b-terms, are proportional to the Rbreaking parameter v u v d /Λ 2 . We perhaps may think of the R-breaking operators as each coming with an R-breaking spurion to soak up the excess R-charge. This increases the dimension of the operator which we would then expect these operators to be further suppressed by powers of Λ.
The Higss-adjoint superpotential terms generate new contributions to the scalar potential for cross terms involving A:
with similar terms involving S. One immediate consequence of this scalar potential are extra couplings between Higgs and the messengers scalars. We see that there is now a µ term for messengers proportional to higgs vevs. This will enhance contributions in this model to the A-like and b-terms mentioned above.
We may now write a new one-loop contribution to the A-like operators, still proportional to v u v d . Below we show a contribution to the A-term of the SU (2) adjoint. There are an equivalent set of diagrams for the singlet.
With equivalent diagram φ → φ. Now the diagrams are proportional to the fourth powers of large Yukawalike couplings y instead of gauge couplings. Again, the order of SUSY breaking is D 2 /Λ 3 . With
There is an additional diagram equivalent to Fig. 6 with the A|φ| 2 vertex now coming from the F − term potential instead of the D − term potential. This contribution goes as
The b-term also gets a new contribution from the same Higgs-messenger interaction:
which is also proportional to the fourth power of the Yukawa-like coupling y, and the R breaking combination
We note that we may also write general tri-linear A-like terms for Adjoint fields which are R-preserving thus unsuppressed by Higgs vevs. In the electroweak sector, these operators may be written in the superpotential
These are quite analogous to the Higgs sector A-like terms and can be computed in a similar diagrammatic fashion.
The Higgs Sector

Tree Level
We will now consider electroweak symmetry breaking in a model with general operators. This Higgs sector is quite complex, and variations of the Higgs potential in R-symmetric models have been recently been studied [19, 21] . We will assumed that there is no explicit R symmetry breaking, all terms which violate R symmetry will be generated spontaneously and we expect these should be suppressed with respect to R-symmetric terms. Our low energy superpotential will contain the Dirac-gaugino masses for the elctroweak sector as well electroweak adjoints coupling directly to the Higgs [10] . The low energy superpotential will then take the form
Where A is the SU(2) adjoint and S is a singlet. Here the SU(2) adjoint A has been parameterized so that
All A-terms, b-terms and SUSY breaking scalar masses-both holomorphic and non-holomorphic mass terms for the Higgs fields and the adjoints-will be included in the scalar potential.
Contributions to these parameters come from the SUSY breaking D-terms, as discussed above. We have written the scalar potential in general terms to account for a general structure within the messenger sector. One may invoke sectors with multiple set of messengers and a breaking of messenger parity, see for example [16] . Or one may invoke messenger sectors as in [15] that produce additional log divergent, R-preserving scalar masses which follow from two-loop gauge mediated contributions as in [20] .
Calculating and Minimizing the scalar Potential
Contribution to the Higgs scalar potential comes from three pieces, F-terms, D-terms, and the soft SUSY breaking terms. Recall that the presence of the supersoft operators shift the standard model D-terms
We assume the minimum does not break U(1) EM , thus we take the vevs of the charged fields to be zero h
The full neutral scalar potential is then
This potential is similar to the general potential studied by [19] . As we do not want to introduce any additional CP violation we take all fields and parameters to be real. The consistency of these assumptions were checked numerically. In general we see the linear term for S leads to V h
The tree level behavior of this potential is quite different from the MSSM. While the Higgs quartic of the MSSM is generated only by the SM D-terms, here, the addition of the supersymmetric trilinear couplings gives additional tree level contributions to the quartic. We thus expect that a choice of large couplings for λ A and/or λ S will lead to an enhancement in the tree-level Higgs mass. In the next section we will calculate new one-loop contributions to the Higgs mass due to the new adjoint couplings.
We now consider the spectra of the Higgs sector given certain parameter inputs. We consider a points with TeV-scale Dirac gaugino mass as would be typical of Supersoft models. We note that in gaugemediated completions of Supersoft as we have considered here, we expect both Dirac gaugino masses and holomorphic/non-holomorphic adjoint scalar masses to be large and of the same order. At tree level the neutral higgs spectrum is (89, 648, 3442, 8124) GeV. The lightest Higgs is almost entirely h u . The pseudo-scalar spectrum is 650, 2868, 7071 GeV. With charged Higgses 612, 7071, 8124 GeV. The S soft mass at this point is 2770 GeV. We note that the high-mass point has parametric scaling of parameters roughly in line with the calculations from a gauge mediated completion. Here both the Dirac masses and adjoint scalar masses are of the same order, TeV in scale, with a linear S term also of order (T eV ) 3 . We expect parametrically small A-like terms for Higgses, of order D 2 v 2 /Λ 5 so we may neglect them in this case. And a Higgs b-term suppressed by powers of R-breaking. The vev of the SU(2) adjoint remains very small, as required to be in-line with electroweak precision constraints.
Loop corrections to Higgs mass from
Once we introduce trilinear superpotential couplings of the Higgs to the SU (2) adjoint and the singlet, we find large loop corrections to the Higgs soft mass. The one-loop diagrams contributing to the Higgs mass are very similar to those one obtains from top/stop loops in the MSSM, and are shown below. To calculate corrections to the Higgs mass we invoke the one-loop effective potential,
A, S, h
Where V CW is the Coleman-Weinberg potential
and V 0 is the tree level potential, Q is the renormalization scale, and the supertrace is taken over the fields which couple to the Higgs. We calculate induced corrections to the Higgs quartic coupling when heavy adjoints are integrated out. We present results in the limit that m D is large, >> v h , with adjoint soft masses the same order as the Dirac mass. This region of parameter space is appropriate for gauge mediated supersoft models, as we have demonstrated. Typical Higgs mass corrections may be quite large. Couplings between the Higgsses and the adjoints may be large, λ S is typically the size of the top Yukawa, while the adjoint scalars are heavy. Mass corrections are thus equal in size, larger than stop mass corrections in the MSSM. For our treelevel point above, we find corrections to the Higgs quartic δλ h ∼ .055 leading to a Higgs mass correction
2 . Including these one loop corrections, the 89GeV tree-level Higgs mass is pushed up to ∼ 143GeV. Thus we note an interesting feature of models with typical Supersoft-parameters, which is that they may, in fact, over-predict the Higgs mass in many regions of parameter space. We note that the bottomtype Higgs quartic is also shifted significantly, however this does not greatly effect the lightest Higgs mass in our typical parameter space as the bottom Higgs vev remails small.
Conclusions
We have presented a formalism for calculating general one-loop SUSY breaking parameters that arise in models with Dirac gauginos. We have studied models which are completed with a messenger sector, where messengers are charged under the standard model gauge groups as well a hidden sector U(1). We have used an expansion technique to calculate Dirac gaugino masses, as well as holomorphic and non-holomorphic SUSY breaking masses of chiral standard model adjoint scalars to arbitrary order in the SUSY breaking mass parameter D. This technique may be applied to sectors with any number of messengers, these sectors may or may not have a messenger parity.
We have also computed one loop SUSY breaking contributions to adjoint scalar masses, gaugino masses, Higgs b-terms, A-like parameters involving the adjoint scalars and Higgs fields, and singlet linear terms. We have shown the relation between these parameters and SUSY-breaking adjoint and gaugino masses for given messenger sectors. We have analyzed these terms with and without extra superpotential coupling between Higgses and chiral adjoints, the ' / µMSSM' type models. In general we have found holomorphic and non-holomorphic adjoint masses to be of order m D in models without messenger parity. We have also found suppression of R-breaking b-terms and A-like terms and generally large contributions to the linear term S.
We have explored the phenomenological prospects for models large Dirac masses with regard to Higgs sector parameters. We find fairly acceptable electroweak symmetry breaking minima for supersoft-like models with large Dirac gaugino masses. The tree level Higgs masses vary tremendously over the parameter space, with many points actually over-predicting the tree level Higgs mass. We then calculated large one-loop corrections to Higgs masses caused by Higgs couplings to chiral adjoints.
Predictions in these models are very dependent on the messenger sectors. We see that several SUSYbreaking parameters including holomorphic adjoint scalar masses are greatly changed by the absence or presence of messenger parity as models with messenger parity raise the order at which operators appear. Once the messenger sector is set, there are definite relations between SUSY breaking parameters. Many relations between the SUSY-breaking parameters among R-preserving operators are fixed simply by setting supersymmetric messenger masses and their coupling to adjoints. Dialing the Higgs-adjoint couplings gives only a small amount of freedom, mostly to R-breaking parameters whose magnitude is always in any case. Given this predictivity, it is a good avenue for further study to determine if specific UV models can remain phenomenologically viable in all sectors. This is especially true in the Higgs sector were we have found linear terms for singlets, large b-terms for adjoints, and small b-terms for Higgses. Our modestly successful test point did not follow from a complete theory. Achieving further independence of the SUSY breaking parameters, will require models with more structure.
One possibility for further model building is to invoke Dirac gaugino models with multiple SUSY breaking sectors. Such models may have quite rich interesting phenomenology, see for example [22] . One may, for example, have a SUSY breaking sector with broken U(1) gauge symmetry, in addition to a sector with F-term SUSY breaking allowing for F-term SUSY breaking through new messengers with Yukawa mediation instead of gauge interactions. This could induce new one loop A-like terms and adjoint soft masses. R-breaking, however would be sequestered from gauginos at leading order. These models will be topics of further study. Another interesting avenue would be 'retrofitted' models, building mass parameters in the superpotential that are due to gaugino condensation [23] . (See [24] for an example of a model combining these terms with supersoft operators). This set-up would allow, for example, R-symmetric µ terms which assign the Higgs W charge 0. This may ease the suppression of A-like terms and b-terms in the Higgs potential.Thus most generally, φ i φ j may have different charges under the hidden sector gauge group depending on the various charged of the fields Y k . As the chiral adjoints are a singlets under the hidden sector gauge group, the pair of messengers that couple to them φ i and φ j must have opposite U(1) charges, or else the coupling y ij must be 0.
t s contributions
We now write a general expression for terms contributing to the SUSY-breaking linear term of the singlet S. In order to generate this term, the fields φ i and φ j must have equal and opposite U(1) charge. In addition they must possess a non-zero mass term m ij which mixes these two fields. Fermion loops then involve the pair of fermions φ i φ j their Dirac mass insertion 
The quadratic divergence cancels pair by pair for messengers that couple to the singlet. 
b terms
Where g is the SM U(1) gauge coupling and q is the messenger charge under the hidden-sector U (1) . One must sum the contribution of all messengers(fundamentals and anti-fundamentals) that couple to the Higgses through a Standard Model D-term. For b-terms that arise in / µMSSM models, messenger loops contain pairs of messengers φ i φ j which couple to the chiral adjoints with coupling y ij . The messenger pairs in the loops must have equal and opposite U (1) charges.
A terms
We now discuss the generation of A-like terms arising from SM D terms. In order to generate this term, messengers pairs which couple to the chiral adjoints φ i or φ j must have a non-zero mass term m ij . Here φ i and φ j must have equal and opposite U (1)
charges . There are two loops to sum for each messenger pair that couples to the adjoint. Each loop contains a single messenger φ i or φ j . Each loop may be expressed as 
Where g is the SM U(1) gauge coupling and q is the messenger charge under the hidden-sector U (1) . We must sum the messengers in pairs, adding up all pairs that couple to the chiral adjoints .
